Galaxy Goggles

Rev up your spaceship while looking cool and futuristic with these homemade galaxy goggles!
5...4...3...2..1...BLAST OFF!

Materials
- 2 small paper cups (equal-sized)
- Pipe cleaners
- Tape
- Glue
- Scissors
- Single-hole puncher
- Plastic wrap, cellophane, or tissue paper
- Decorative material

Instructions
1. Cut away the top 2/3rds of each cup.
2. Cut out the bottoms of each cup.
3. Punch two holes on each cup about 1/2 inch below the upper rim of each cup.
4. Connect the two cups with a pipe cleaner. This pipe cleaner will serve as the nose bridge of your goggles.
5. Put the goggles on your eyes and adjust the pipe cleaners until they fit comfortably on your nose. Secure the bridge by taping.
6. Create arms for your goggles with pipe cleaners. Secure each arm by taping it to its cup.
7. Stretch plastic wrap, cellophane or tissue over the eye holes of your goggles and secure with tape.
8. Decorate your goggles!

Go Further
- Blast off to another world wearing your Galaxy Goggles!
- What special powers do your goggles have?
- What do you see along the way and when you arrive?

Show us your work! Share your goggles and tag us on Instagram @bcmkids #bcmandyou
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